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Conclusion:

A flower shop, there are many preparations for its work before opening day.

Can start in your business can be a daunting task, especially if you know little

or nothing about your chosen field to be your project. This article aims to

provide some basic guidance for people who are thinking about opening a

retail flower shop. Whether you are a businessman for the first time in a

career or an experienced florist and is preparing to set up another branch,

the goal of which is to assist in giving you an idea of what will face before

making a decision. This system for the customer who want and like to buy

new flower which is not available in their region without going to the shop.

Also the trader can order from our website in small quantities for their

business.

E-Commerce is buying and selling of products and services by businesses and consumers through an electronic medium, without using any paper documents.

E-commerce is widely considered the buying and selling of products over the internet, but any transaction that is completed solely through electronic measures can

be considered e-commerce. In our report we explain steps of creating this website and we have explained the steps of creating it and we have outweighed the

obstacles in the creation process. We hope that this project gains the satisfaction of the user. We recommend that students go through it and make new and better

than it. We encourage students to develop more website which is helpful for all. we hope to obtain on admiration in this work

Flowers are a symbol of caring between people. it has been that way for

centuries and will remain for generations to come. Flowers symbolize love

and life itself. They are a personal gift of natural beauty that speaks volumes

and always conveys a message from the heart. The flowers are a tool to

express the gratitude and love and flowers usually used special such as

wedding, thanks and appreciation, love moment and birthdays…etc. to

facilitate selling flowers, easy for anyone to buy the flowers without go to

flowers shop. Flowers shop can be shown to the people all kinds of flowers

that are friendly and through this program are to facilitate the sale and earn

the customers. In our report we explain steps of creating this website and we

have explained the steps of creating it and we have outweighed the obstacles

in the creation process. We hope that this project gains the satisfaction of the

user. We recommend that students go through it and make new and better

than it.
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